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Snack it!
Opportunities to enhance the
perception of bars, chips, crackers
and other snacks

The time when bars, chips, crackers and other
snacks were associated with bad eating habits
and considered dispensable has passed.
Consumers are increasingly including snacks
in their lives in a more conscious way and
consider them important nutritional allies.
But how can we further boost market growth
in North America? What needs do consumers
in the region attribute to snacks and how can
they be met more effectively?
To answer these questions, DuPont Nutrition
& Biosciences relies on world-class expertise
in social listening and product development
in combination with decades of formulation
and market research expertise.
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Health: the main driver
In 2019, the US market of snacks, nutrition and performance bars benefited from increased
purchases by more than a third for consumers. The search to satisfy hunger in a fast and convenient
way in light of increasingly hectic routines gave way to a greater demand for snacks.
Yet, according to consumers, their main reason for greater interest in bars is the opportunity for
healthier options.

Reasons for increasing bar consumption
“Why are you eating more snack, nutrition, or
performance bars this year than last year? Please
select all that apply.”

58%
51%
38%
33%
30%
30%

Healthier options
Eating on-the-go
Time Saving
Portion control
Snacking more often
Better variety of flavors
Other, please specify

1%

Concern about overall health and wellbeing is demonstrated by a
greater interest in products with functional properties. Consumers
increasingly want snacks that can act as nutritional supplements,
offering ingredients to delay aging, contribute to heart health or
regulate immunity, among other benefits to the body.

Base: 420 internet users aged 18+ who have increased bar consumption
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel – November, 2019
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Functional attributes
As the market adjusts to disruptions in consumer behavior patterns brought on by the
pandemic, opportunities for innovation are ripe. Consumers are curious and willing to
try innovative, healthy snacks that deliver benefits they want. The market is primed for
innovation that incorporates high levels of protein, functional ingredients and reducing
sugar. Yet basic demands for good taste and texture still reign supreme.
Unsurprisingly, taste is the #1 attribute in bar decision making. Proprietary research for
DuPont, conducted by MotiveQuest over a period of almost two years, supports this
supposition. An analysis of nearly 400,000 online conversations showed taste is the most
valued factor in bar purchasing decisions. Taste far exceeded any other factor in all types
of bars from convenience to weight loss/health bars. Also notable in the research is that
consumers discuss bar macro-nutrient content (protein, carbs) far more than micro-nutrient
content (vitamins, minerals).

Macronutrient online discussion topics
6.8%

Protein

5.6%

Carbs
Fat

1.0%

Macros (General Term)

0.9%
Source: Motive Quest Online Anthropology
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Sugar reduction is taking
on a larger role in bar
purchasing decisions.
Consumers are no longer
shying away from these
products as can be seen by
the growing number of low/
reduced sugar and no added
sugar claims made on new
bars.

Sugar claims in NAFTA bar market
(2015 - 2019)

Percent of New
Product launches

6.0%
5.4%

5.0%

4.7%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%

1.0%

0.0%
Sugar Free

Low / Reduced Sugar

No Added Sugar
2015
2019
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Taste is king
The use of bars to help achieve a
healthier, on-the-go lifestyle, however,
does not mean delivering pleasure
and indulgence is less important.
Taste is the most valued factor in food
and beverage categories and the bar
market is no different.
Another important point: taste-related
issues rarely lead to mentions of
dissatisfaction with plant-based bars.
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Top complaints across plant-based bar
conversations
55.8%
Bad Taste

36.9%
Product/Ingredient
Complaints

13.0%

11.7%

High Price

Unsatisfied

56% percent of complaints are around taste,

something our application team can help with in
formulation.
Source: Motive Quest Online Anthropology
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Important messages
Studies carried out by partner companies prove
snack consumers are curious and expect market
innovations. However, the challenge snack
companies face is interpreting what the public
really wants to experience vs. what they say they
want.

What does it mean? In Canada, for
example, 70% of consumers say
that they would like to try snacks
with new flavors.
However, 69% prefer flavors they already
know. So, in this instance, innovating does not
necessarily mean going for exotic flavors and
pioneering their use in the food industry.
The most successful path for companies tends
to be working with flavors that are familiar to
consumers but are still untapped in the snack
market.
Instead of radical flavors, snack manufacturers
may also consider launching with “new and
improved” products. For example: chips made
from select potatoes (a specific type or from a
specific place), produced with differentiated oil
or salt.

Base: 1,921 internet users aged 18+ who have eaten salty
snacks in the past three months
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Healthy or
indulgent?
Why not both?
Consumers want functional snacks with
beneficial properties for their health. It’s
natural that brands are committed to
demonstrating their products are optimized
and ideal for any occasion of the day.
However, many consumers do not perceive
snacks as healthy foods yet - and perhaps,
they do not even expect any definite health
benefits from them. This gives manufacturers
the freedom to produce more indulgent
snacks with some healthy attributes.

Soy Protein Health Benefits
Clinically Proven

High-quality, plantbased protein; low
in fat, cholesteroland lactose-free

Supports healthy
growth &
development
Heart healthy
- reduces
cardiovascular
disease risk
Supports
cardiometabolic
health
Supports healthy
weight loss;
promotes fat loss
while sparing lean
muscle tissue
Supports muscle
growth in
conjunction with
exercise and helps
maintain muscle
mass in aging
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What about
sustainability?
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Join the Snacking Revolution
We have ingredients and know-how to
help snack manufacturers in the challenges
related to protein and sugar as well as
enhancing other attributes consumers love.

For more information,
contact us at

800 255 6837
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www.food.dupont.com
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